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Abstract 

Dog fouling is recognised as antisocial, unhealthy and illegal in England, yet it persists. 

Much action against dog fouling happens in communities and impacts are largely unrecorded. 

Here we report an activist project with primary-aged children in Bristol, England that resulted 

in dog fouling reductions near schools and reflect on the role for children in effecting social 

change in their local environment.  

The paper takes a New Materialist turn, decentring experience from the individual child to 

the child in assemblages of more-than-human relations. Photos of children’s interventions 

against dog fouling are presented to explore how they have used material resources and 

creativity to emphasise the health and social risks of faeces from a child’s perspective. This 

provides a focus on child-faeces-environment assemblages where children adopt methods of 

activist art that comprise matter including the faeces to convey a new relational ontology of 

dog fouling and a reifying of the ‘problem’.  
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Introduction 

This paper contributes to understanding children’s material relations through the example of a 

citizen science project to tackle dog fouling in the vicinity of primary schools. The paper 

demonstrates the children’s agency in subverting adult scientific intentions through the 

material of activist art. Using photos of children’s engagements, we provide a challenge to 

the public health agendas that might otherwise seek to provide alternative play spaces for 

children and dogs. This is enabled by bringing a New Materialist interpretation to the 

insights, primarily drawing from ideas of Karen Barad (2003; 2007) of intra-action and 

agential realism to understand how the children interacted with both the visible materials and 

the invisible human and non-human actors in the dog fouling assemblage. This approach 

enables a relational ontology (Barad, 2007) that reveals the children’s curiosity, creativity and 

playfulness in considering the dog faeces as matter that acts generatively within the child-

matter intra-actions (Ibid.). Whilst other studies have applied a New Material lens to 

understanding child-matter and child-nature assemblages, including with dogs (Malone, 

2016a), the focus has generally been on children in relation with familiar, playful or what 

might be deemed ‘safe’ matter and environments such as forests (Vladimirova and Rautio, 

2018) or sand play (Lenz Taguchi, 2011). This study uniquely confronted children with a 

potentially unsafe and toxic matter and the paper reports their resulting actions in material 

assemblages. 

‘Poo Patrol’ was a co-produced citizen science project that commenced in 2016 in Bristol. 

The project received funding from [X University] as well as the Local Authority, as an 

interdisciplinary experimental project in engaging local communities as science researchers 

to address persistent dog fouling in their neighbourhood (Kruger and Shannon 2000). The 

academics involved represented different disciplinary interests from Childhood Studies 

(Author 1) and Veterinary Parasitology (Authors 2 and 3) and from the outset the intention 

was to explore the impacts from the often described ‘wicked problem’ (Rittel and Webber 

1973) of dog fouling. The academics had identified the challenge of dog fouling in the city, 

backed up by locally collected data that identified there was an estimated 350,000 tonnes of 

dog waste deposited in Britain each year (Morgan, Azam and Pegler 2013). This equated to 

one to three faecal deposits found per 100m of pavement in Bristol. The prevalence of fouling 

on the streets and in parks in the city was an issue also being tackled by the city council with 

limited levels of success. Not picking up after your dog is illegal in England under the Dogs 

(Fouling of Land) Act (1996). Regardless, the city council reported that despite providing dog 

waste bins, posters encouraging people to use any bag/ bin available to dispose of the waste 

and using enforcement via dog wardens who were able to issue fines to repeat offenders, that 

they were repeatedly getting complaints from city residents, parks authorities and schools 

where dog fouling was seen to be an intractable social problem in need of creative solutions.  

Inaction against dog fouling is often conflated with perceptions of poor neighbourhood 

quality and lack of empowerment for positive change. Yet we were aware of many 

community-led interventions aiming to address this issue locally and across England, 

particularly harnessing the power of social media to enable social action. The effect of such 

social action is generally not measured or reported, and so the extent to which it can succeed 

in reducing dog fouling is not known and we believed this required a co-produced approach 

to enable problems to be understood from within communities affected and to bring a citizen 

science framing to the design and data collection; to both provide some evidence of success 
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and to involve people in solutions that affect them locally. We identified a number of existing 

local Facebook groups where dog fouling was being debated and initially joined these to 

understand the nature of the problem and to start to connect with local people who were 

already engaged in social action. This developed into our own group called Poo Patrol whose 

members included parks wardens and activists, parents of young children, dog owners and 

local vets. From this group and discussions with our city partner Bristol Clean Streets, we 

identified that primary schools and green spaces in poorer residential neighbourhoods in the 

city were more likely to report excessive levels of dog fouling and this was particularly 

identified as a problem for children who already had limited spaces within which to play, 

such as those without gardens. Dog fouling is understood in a variety of studies to impact 

people’s use of public spaces and has been described as an ‘inhibitor’ or ‘detractor’ alongside 

vandalism and fly tipping (Thompson 2013). As such a key driver for the wider project was 

to explore the extent to which dog fouling impacted children’s use of play spaces.  

Given the lack of success of previous social action in the city, it was decided that we would 

focus on the potential impacts of dog fouling on children and we recognised that with 

expertise in the team in parasitology that emphasising education around potential parasitic 

harms resulting from dog fouling may provide traction within this debate. This was a fine 

balancing act however as we were cautious not to just focus on harmful outcomes of dog 

ownership- as the next section emphasises, there are many known benefits to children having 

relationships with dogs. But there are also poorly understood risks associated with dog 

faeces, and we felt that to educate children and communities in this through citizen science 

led social action could enable an attitudinal change (and we hoped to influence a wider 

behavioural change). 

In particular we focused on the potential threat of toxocariasis in children exposed to the eggs 

of the Toxocara parasitic helminth (worm). These are shed in the faeces of un-wormed dogs, 

cats and foxes (Morgan, Azam and Pegler 2013) and contaminate soil if left. In counts led by 

Author 2 in 2017 it was found that one fifth of soil samples from public parks in Bristol 

contained Toxocara parasite eggs. Whilst this could result from all the animals listed, our 

attention was focused on dogs, as foxes are not domesticated, nor wormed and cats are not 

routinely walked in the same ways as dogs and tend to have much wider roaming 

possibilities. When ingested accidentally by humans, larval stages of the parasite migrate 

around the body and can cause a wide range of symptomatic and asymptomatic disease, 

including impaired cognitive development (Ma et al 2018). The potential health risks from 

this infection are poorly quantified as there is no routine screening, and it is not a notifiable 

disease in the UK. Around 10 new diagnosed cases are reported to the Centre of Infections 

each year (Halsby et al 2016).  

A recent review in The Lancet suggests that there is a higher prevalence of toxocariasis 

amongst what they describe as impoverished communities across the globe, making it a 

neglected infection of poverty (Ma et al. 2018). Pairing this understanding with local 

knowledge suggested not only health inequalities for children within the city of interest, but 

social inequalities impacting access to play spaces and it is here that the project focused 

attention. 

The next section explores child-dog relations from a realist perspective before turning to a 

New Materialist framing drawing in particular from the work of Karen Barad (2003; 2007) to 
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consider the child-faeces assemblages illustrated through children’s modes of activist 

expression. 

Children and dogs 

There is evidence to support the role of nature in improving children’s developmental 

outcomes (Taylor et al. 2006) such as ‘motor fitness and abilities, environmental awareness 

and navigation competencies’ (Brussoni et al. 2012, 3137) and of the role of the outdoors in 

facilitating active physical play (Page et al. 2010). There is also an increasing literature 

focused on the benefits of dog ownership such as improved mental health (Liu et al. 2019), 

and the importance of dogs as ‘friends’, ‘comforters’, ‘companions’ particularly in respect of 

social prescribing to support mental ill health, including in children (Jones et al. 2019). The 

special friendships that children develop with dogs are noted to assist with social skills 

development in those with autistic spectrum disorders (Carlisle 2015), in animal assisted 

therapy for children with autism to increase verbal social behaviours (Fung and Leung 2014) 

and in the benefits of reading to dogs for children’s reading development (Hall, Gee, and 

Mills 2016). With contemporary concerns about children’s physical activity levels, there are 

indications including from a study in Australia, that dog ownership in families increases 

children’s independent mobility and levels of outdoor play (Christian et al. 2014) with the 

dog providing safety and companionship outdoors, particularly for younger children. There is 

further evidence of social benefits in studies that cite parents’ decisions to have a family dog 

to teach responsibility to their child (Jalongo and Ross 2018). 

Beyond the social benefits of dog ownership, a study conducted in Liverpool, England on 

children’s pet ownership provides interesting insights into the demographics of child-dog 

ownership concluding that there was higher reported ownership of dogs by children in the 

more socially deprived areas of the city. Interestingly the most common dog breed in these 

areas was Pit Bull or cross breeds that are all covered by the Dangerous Dogs Act (1991) 

(Westgarth et al. 2013). The risks of dog bites and attacks from presumed dangerous dog 

breeds have particularly been focused on socially deprived households where incidents of 

children being attacked have been reported (Westgarth et al. 2013).  

The positive discourses related to child-dog relations are often conflated with messages of 

risk and harm such as concerns about infections and morbidity from children’s contact with 

faeces through sharing of sandboxes in play areas (Orden et al. 2018) or through concerns 

about dangerous dogs. Responsible dog ownership is a mantra used to challenge owner’s 

behaviours, but as Westgarth et al. (2019) report, responsibility is a complex web of 

relationships (owner-dog-public) and beliefs that means acting responsibly can have 

numerous interpretations. Limited studies have explored the extent to which presumed fears 

of nuisance, dangerous behaviour or public health risks from dog faeces are founded. For 

example, one study in Lyon, France (Gaunet, Pari-Perrin and Bernardin, 2014), mapped and 

filmed dog-owner dyads moving through the city and of the 213 dogs filmed only 41 had, 

what they describe, as an impact on the environment (mostly urination) with only seven 

defecating (picked up by three owners). As such they claim the need for more-than-human 

park spaces that genuinely embrace the inclusion of dogs rather than their exclusion.  

The ‘more-than-human’ assemblages performed through activist art 
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The background above represents classic human-nature binaries where it is believed that 

humans (children) are not nature and need to interact in and with nature to benefit and this 

rests on romanticist ideals of the child in nature (Malone 2016a) which are arguably messy 

and not at all linear (Malone 2016b). To challenge the anthropomorphism endemic in child-

nature debates studies have focused on relationships between human and non-human agents, 

to shift the gaze and help foreground other knowledges. For example, a Finnish study 

exploring the effect of forests on children’s wellbeing applied a curious practice unfolding 

methodology drawn from the work of Vinciane Despret (Despret 2014): ‘Curious practice or 

the polite way of visiting is about creating conditions for encounters’ (Vladimirova and 

Rautio, 2018, 8) as a way of respecting other knowledges and questioning the centrality of 

human ways of knowing. This resulted in viewing relations between children and forests as 

entangled childrenforests, de-centring what is immediately visible and knowable about 

children’s interactions with animals and other non-human objects encountered in forest visits. 

The connections between people and nature, particularly in extreme Northern hemisphere 

contexts such as Finland are well-rehearsed, and the benefits to the humans well-documented 

(e.g. Rantala and Puhakka 2019) yet what this approach suggests is a mutuality of encounter 

which emphasises the assemblages (Deleuze and Guattari 1980) that occur. Assemblages 

comprising children and nature have also been focused on child-dog relations such as in a 

photographic study in the Bolivian slums of La Paz with street dwelling children and their 

dogs (Malone 2016a) which reported the intra-relations that occurred between children and 

dogs, viewed less as owned objects and more as friends:  

The intra-action between child–dog cohabitation provides a space for mutual 

reciprocity, care, and protection. Dog as companion to child, child as companion to 

dog, child–dog as protector (Malone 2016a, 402). 

In Poo Patrol the children engaged with and around the instances of dog faeces in their 

immediate school environment whilst reflecting on the largely invisible parasite (Toxocara 

worm), human (dog owner) and animal (dog) agents and like the studies reported above, we 

have reached for ways of understanding this through the converging thinking in what is 

described as New Materialism found in the original works of theorists including Braidotti 

(2013); Barad (2007); Latour (2005); Deleuze and Guattari (1980) and Sørensen (2010). 

Whilst we recognise these are theoretical spaces that have nuanced differences, we are using 

these ideas as a collective, much akin to the Finnish researchers above who claimed: 

At the core of these approaches is a focus on the relations between agential entities 

rather than on the individual (human) actors. This means that emphasis is on the 

shared processes through which relations take place rather than on individual (human) 

views of these relations (Vladimirova and Rautio 2018, 3). 

Building upon the posthumanist turn evident from the work of such theorists as Deleuze and 

Guattari (1980), Braidotti (2013) and Haraway (2008) (to name a few), the influential work 

of Karen Barad has particularly enabled a focus on how matter comes to matter (2003, 2007) 

and provides an ontological space within which to rethink relations with non-human matter 

and other animals. In a critique of ‘representationalism’, which she argued was enabled 

through language and imbued with power and hierarchy emanating from the human knower, 

Barad (2003) offered: 
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An elaboration of performativity—a materialist, naturalist, and posthumanist 

elaboration—that allows matter its due as an active participant in the world’s 

becoming, in its ongoing “intra-activity” (803). 

She claimed this posthumanist performativity provided: ‘a reworking of the familiar notions 

of discursive practices, materialization, agency, and causality, among others’ (Barad 2003, 

811) and a materialization (rather than representation) of all bodies, whether human or non-

human in a relational ontology of agential realism: that is an appreciation of co-dependent, 

entangled and mutually constitutive relations that exist in nature- whereby all matter has the 

potential to affect (Barad 2007). 

In studies with children these ideas have led to a reframing of the child-matter ontology and 

epistemology with reification of how the two affect each other as not just determined by 

serving the developmental needs of the child. Indeed, many contemporary educational 

ethnographers are utilising New Materialist thinking to explore how classrooms, school 

grounds and other matter are: ‘Directly agential participants in educational encounters’ 

(Snaza 2019, 8). As Rautio (2014) asserted, the focus is on ‘intra-action’ as opposed to 

‘interaction’ of child and matter: 

In interaction independent entities are viewed as taking turns in affecting each other, 

which implies that these entities are taken to each have an a priori independent 

existence. In intra-action, on the contrary, interdependent entities are taken to co-

emerge through simultaneous activity: to come into being as of certain kind because 

of their encounter (Rautio 2014, 462). 

In this article we draw on core ideas of intra-action and agential realism to understand and 

(re)imagine how the varied non-human agents and matter in the problem of dog fouling can 

be otherwise interpreted as part of wider assemblages. Within Poo Patrol these actors 

predominately comprised children, whilst other (human and non-human) agents and matter 

existed within the assemblage although often invisible. The children did not engage with the 

dogs who created the faeces, nor the humans who owned the dogs, and the only tangible link 

to the Toxocara worm was through the eggs potentially present in some (but not all) faeces 

encountered in relational matrices. Such assemblages were enabled through their engagement 

with other matter (spray paint and stencils, tarmac and grass, and poster paper and paint) 

which they used in processes of activist, participatory artworks. As Clare Bishop notes of 

participatory art, an essential ingredient is a ‘spectacle’: which in this case was the dog 

faeces: 

In using people as a medium, participatory art has always had a double ontological 

status: it is both an event in the world, and at one remove from it. As such, it has the 

capacity to communicate on two levels- to participants and to spectators- the 

paradoxes that are repressed in everyday discourse, and to elicit perverse, disturbing, 

and pleasurable experiences that enlarge our capacity to imagine the world and our 

relations anew. But to reach the second level requires a mediating third term- an 

object, image, story, film, even a spectacle- that permits this experience to have a 

purchase on the public imaginary (Bishop 2012, 284). 

As we explain later, the Poo Patrol activist art builds on a tradition of socially engaged, 

participatory art practices intent on disruption or dissensus (Rancière 2010), which enables an 
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understanding of art as a space of difference: ‘To create some kind of dialogue in conflict-

ridden urban space’ (Rasmussen 2017).  How child-faeces assemblages were enacted are 

explored through the activist artworks produced by the children understood as attempts to 

both foreground the phenomena as a social spectacle and to reify knowledge of faeces as 

matter that matters (Barad 2003) in children’s immediate environs. 

 

The Children and the Schools 

In partnership with Sustainable Learning1 who through their environmental learning remit 

had connections with all primary schools in Bristol, we recruited 24 primary schools to 

participate with the intention of engaging them in a whole day of local activism around dog 

fouling. Year five and six classes (9-11-year olds) were targeted, and a lead teacher or 

teaching assistant identified to be our point of contact. Across 24 schools and two classes per 

school we potentially engaged 1440 children and their staff. To assist with the project, we 

recruited seven PhD students with a background in either social policy, social work or 

veterinary sciences to work with the schools. The initial phase involved the development of 

learning resources by the PhD students and Sustainable Learning. They together produced 

learning activities mapped to Key Stage 2 (KS2) of the English primary National Curriculum 

in Science (lifecycle of the Toxocara worm and study of different worm segments and eggs 

under microscopes), English (creation of poo stanza poetry to deliver messages about picking 

up dog faeces), Maths (data collection and handling which involved the children doing initial 

poo counts and returning two weeks later for recounts and recording these in tables and 

interpreting GPS maps of poo distribution), and Art and Design (activism art to design their 

own posters to be displayed locally). These are freely downloadable resources for schools and 

families2. The PhD students then worked with school staff to deliver the teaching resources in 

interactive learning sessions prior to the activism day so that children understood the issues 

and were as informed about their role as possible. 

Ethical approval was granted by the [REC anon for review] and schools provided approval 

for children to participate as the learning was seen to be integral to their education. Children 

however were able to choose whether to participate in the activism that followed. Permission 

for photos was granted by schools and the participating children. 

 

Methods 

Poo Patrol was a wider study than is being reported here and involved co-production with 

local communities and parks groups prior to the children’s involvement. Here we report the 

methods and findings with the children only. The school-based lessons described above were 

scheduled in the four weeks prior to what became known as the ‘The Big Poo Patrol Spray 

Day’, an activist day that took place across the city in May 2017. The lessons invited children 

 
1 https://www.sustainablelearning.com/ 
2 https://www.sustainablelearning.com/teaching-resources/poo%20patrol 
 
 

https://www.sustainablelearning.com/
https://www.sustainablelearning.com/teaching-resources/poo%20patrol
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to input design ideas to the dog fouling interventions and think about how to encourage dog 

owners to pick up their dog’s faeces, these included: 

i) Designing stencil messages 

The activism art session encouraged children to design their own messages to be cut into 

plastic stencils and sprayed near incidences of dog fouling in chalk based, non-toxic spray, 

use of which was approved by Bristol City Council. They designed a range of 

simplemessages e.g.: ‘Poo on your shoe’, ‘spread love not poo’, I trod in this’, ‘If you bin you 

win’, ‘Don’t leave the smelly poop’ and ‘Bag it, bin it’ which were eye catching and 

provocative without being confrontational. The ability for children to use art as a way of 

communicating their messages in community spaces drew upon a long heritage of street art as 

a way for marginalised communities to challenge epistemic injustices:  

Recently, street art has become a preferred method for engaging in activism. This is a 

particularly effective strategy for effecting change in one’s local environment 

(Bacharach 2018, 33).  

This art-based activism was expressed through the messages created and posters as described 

below. 
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Figure 1: Example of messages created by children 

 

ii) Activism posters 

The activist art sessions emphasised genres of art such as those observed in the works of USA 

artist Edward Ruscha known for his disruptive pop art and English political artist Jeremy 

Deller. As part of the Big Spray Day we launched a competition for the children to design the 

best poster to be erected in the local neighbourhood. The winning poster resulted in a day’s 

engagement experience in the Life Sciences laboratory at the University for the whole class 

from that school.  

 

 

Figure 2: Example of the children’s posters 
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iii) Spraying and counting incidences of dog fouling 

Central to the project was the idea of citizen science and the involvement of children in 

raising awareness of dog fouling in and around their local schools. On a single designated day 

(25th May 2017) all school staff were encouraged to walk with students around their school 

proximity and to spray messages near incidences of dog fouling whilst also recording their 

location and incidence in a simple tally sheet and using an open-source GPS app called 

Report All3 (mostly used by the teachers or researchers/ PhDs who accompanied groups of 

children). This allowed for maps to be generated of where incidences of dog fouling had been 

found. Data from different schools were collated by the research team. Children, staff and the 

researchers took photos while out on the count transects, which were agreed to by schools 

and the Research Ethics Committee as long as no child was identifiable. These are used as 

illustrations in the findings. 

 

iv) Social media and other press coverage 

Through interested parents, schools and the researchers, we launched a social media 

campaign to coincide with the Big Spray Day which consisted of a Facebook group and a 

twitter handle (#poopatrol) which was used to create a thunderclap on the day. Thunderclap is 

described as a crowdspeaking platform used particularly by grassroots organisations to make 

a big noise about an event or an issue as it allowed for amplification on the day using 

people’s twitter connections to scale the messaging4. This facilitated BBC Radio interest, 

which resulted in pupils in one school being asked to contribute to a radio programme on the 

problems of dog fouling, and those in another being filmed and interviewed for local 

television. The Big Spray Day was launched by Marvin Rees, Mayor of the City of Bristol in 

one primary school, with media present. 

 

Findings and insights 

In the next section we present findings in respect of the citizen science data that was collected 

by the children and we interpret some of the photographs that were taken on the day (by 

researchers and children) across a number of schools. These are inevitably snap shots and 

include an undefined number of children, but we analyse these photos using the New 

Material lens outlined earlier in the paper to identify points of intra-action, assemblages and 

agential realism. As such we are conscious this is not a robust treatment of comparable data 

but allows us to play with the possibilities afforded through a theoretical perspective that 

allows a more-than-human perspective.  

i) The poo counts 

Six of the schools repeated their count of new instances of fouling replicating the original 

streets surveyed. These were conducted within four weeks of the original Spray Day and 

revealed that on average there was a 60% reduction in instances of new fouling following the 

 
3 https://www.reportall.org/ 
4 Thunderclap is no longer in use since Facebook changed its terms of service and blocked apps from posting 
content in 2018 

https://www.reportall.org/
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activism and marking of dog fouling by children during the Spray Day. The graph below 

shows the figures for the six schools and all show decreased instances of fouling, although 

the extent of the reduction varied between schools. 

 

 

Figure 3: Graph charting decreases in dog fouling for six Bristol primary schools 

 

ii) The assemblages 

The children’s involvement in counting dog faeces as human ‘scientists’ provided a 

perspective that foregrounded the faeces as the subject of study and challenged the hierarchy 

of human relations and motives. The faeces exerted agency over where the children roamed 

and how they interacted with their environment. In the counting the children were moulded to 

behave in certain ways according to where the faeces were deposited, and how they could be 

observed, as the matter exerted agential realism (Barad 2007) which contends that the human 

and non-human cannot be researched as separate entities but should be understood as 

interdependent (Ibid.).  

At one school the research team accompanied children on their count where we heard 

numerous comments from children that the dog poo was ‘hidden’ or in ‘a difficult position’ 

to spray the stencil motif nearby. Others exclaimed that the spray would not work on certain 

surfaces (notably grass) or that they were concerned about investigating the longer grassy 

play areas for fear of treading in the faeces. This in itself was an interesting observation as we 

had started the project with a focus on the extent to which dog fouling might inhibit 

(Thompson 2013) children’s use of grassy play spaces and their reticence to stray from the 

pathways was notable. There was a sense in which the matter concerned (faeces, grass, 

pathways, spray) was acting generatively: 

Matter is not fixed and given nor the mere end result of different processes. Matter is 

produced and productive, generated and generative. Matter is agentive, not 

a fixed essence or property of things. Mattering is differentiating and which 

differences come to matter, matters in the interactive production of different 

differences (Barad 2007, 137).   
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What the children observed in their environment was largely constructed for them by the 

location of the faeces, the amenability of the surface to spraying their messages and to the 

ultimate agency of the dogs in depositing the faeces where they had done as the children 

intra-acted with them (Rautio 2014). This unique coming together of human actors and non-

human matter became an ‘assemblage’ whereby: 

Assemblage is a sort of anti-structural concept that permits the researcher to speak of 

emergence, heterogeneity, the decentred and the ephemeral in nonetheless ordered 

social life (Marcus and Saka 2006, 101). 

The result of these assemblages was that the children moved from a focus on activism art in 

the form of their posters, with their clear anti-fouling messages, to creating art works that 

comprised the faeces themselves and that subverted the pre-designed stencil messages that 

were intended to be used. Figure 4 shows an expanded highlighting of the message by 

children to amplify the stencil message. They elaborated and extended their use of the chalk-

based spray in ways akin to other subversive art works such as that by French-American artist 

David Joseph-Goteiner, whose works include a walk through the streets of Paris in a new pair 

of white trainers whilst walking in 250 incidences of dog fouling: 

https://vimeo.com/166285114. The idea of dissensus, from Rancière (2010) enables an 

understanding of art as a space of difference, a rupture in the settled norms of everyday life 

and it is evident that the children were introducing this rupture in their artworks in much the 

same way (albeit not to the same extent) as David Joseph-Goteiner or other political artists 

they had studied and were challenging the received knowledge of what faeces were and could 

be- as not just waste to be avoided but as potential art material.  

 

 

 

Figure 4: Focusing attention on the dog poo 

The following figure illustrates this further and makes a clear statement of intent to further 

amplify the incidence: 

https://vimeo.com/166285114
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Figure 5: Making it seen 

In several cases the children were so incensed by what they found in a single stretch of road 

that they decided to group their protest around a central message, but their spraying 

communicated a need to highlight each instance separately: 
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Figure 6: The repeat offenders 

 

Other groups of children chose to work together to create a collective artwork that placed the 

faeces at the centre of the message. This aligns with other contemporary street-based activism 

art which has been employed to highlight socially intractable problems such as the activist 

responses to potholes in English roads creating installations in the street to highlight the 

public annoyance. This has included rubber ducks in potholes in Oxfordshire: 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-3997414 and the even more subversive 

penis drawings around potholes in Manchester: 

https://www.theverge.com/2015/5/2/8535259/penis-pothole-activism-wanksy-england. 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-england-oxfordshire-3997414
https://www.theverge.com/2015/5/2/8535259/penis-pothole-activism-wanksy-england
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Figure 7: Children’s Poo Patrol artwork 

In this example the children used the stencil but embellished it with their own message (‘Poo 

off’) and sprayed part of the faeces pink with a pink flower framing the incident. The group 

of children (all girls) when asked why they had created this, replied that they wanted ‘to 

make the poo prettier’; they were manipulating the object to become other than excrement as 

an act of political resistance enacted through artistic activity emphasising: 

The ways the child’s body and its proprioception relying on part objects becomes a 

site of the potential for political freedom, of ‘political options for problems’, 

independent of deep structures, political positions or a teleological genetic 

development (Hickey-Moody 2013, 279). 

The stencils and messages became an integral part of artistic assemblages curated by children 

in other ways as Figure 8 illustrates. This was a picture taken by one child at the direction of 

others in their group. Here there is observed a sense of collective resistance by the children 

who assembled a piece of shadow artwork to be photographed. As Hickey-Moody suggests, 

in consideration of children in the work of Giles Deleuze, it is possible to see:  

This is the example of the child speaking through image and body language and what 

we might call a haecceity: the particularity or flavour of a thing. The child also 

represents negative affect, the attrition of possibility and bodily states (Hickey-Moody 

2013, 273-274). 
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There is an embodiment of the activist art in Figure 8 through the cast shadows which has 

parallels with embodied protests seen around the prevalence of potholes, although this time in 

Indonesia. Here young people are captured posing for photographs in and around their town’s 

huge potholes in South Sumatra -an image that went viral and resulted in the provincial 

government’s decision to allocate billions of rupiah to fix roads in the province: 

https://coconuts.co/jakarta/news/instactivism-trend-indonesian-teens-pothole-protest-

photoshoot-initial-success/ 

 

 

 

Figure 8: Shadow art assemblages 

 

Images of children engaged in spraying chalk messages also demonstrate a great deal of care 

in the activity. They were advised not to touch the faeces, yet most were happy to get within a 

very close proximity to spray their message and were curious, rather than offended by the 

faeces. Their intra-actions here were akin to the ‘curious practice unfolding’ methodology 

evident in the assembling of childrenforests (Vladimirova and Rautio 2018) – we had de-

https://coconuts.co/jakarta/news/instactivism-trend-indonesian-teens-pothole-protest-photoshoot-initial-success/
https://coconuts.co/jakarta/news/instactivism-trend-indonesian-teens-pothole-protest-photoshoot-initial-success/
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centred what was knowable about child-faeces interactions and this revealed a curiosity rather 

than the adult constructed repulsion that we might otherwise have imposed on this encounter. 

The following image captures this curious encounter where the boy is framed by other 

children who appear in shadows behind, which suggests attentiveness and absorption of the 

child in the activity: 

 

 

Figure 9: Careful artwork 

 

Discussion 

Whilst this study was small scale in respect of the ‘science’ data achieved, this is not the 

focus of the article. The children who participated in this activity were both fascinated and 

engaged with a focus on dog faeces and this seemed to motivate them to participate in activist 

art and explore their ability to communicate about things that bothered them in their school 

neighbourhood, in this case something often as unspeakable as a waste product that causes 

public offence. The children raised the visibility of the faeces, mobilising their local political 
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resistance and in doing so proposed a new aesthetic with the potential to shock and disrupt 

the ‘problem’ of dog fouling in ways that resonated with political art movements: 

[A]n aesthetic politics always defines itself by a certain recasting of the distribution of 

the sensible, a reconfiguration of the given perceptual forms. The dream of a suitable 

political work of art is in fact the dream of disrupting the relationship between the 

visible, the sayable, and the thinkable without having to use the terms of a message as 

a vehicle. It is the dream of an art that would transmit meanings in the form of a 

rupture with the very logic of meaningful situations. As a matter of fact, political art 

cannot work in the simple form of a meaningful spectacle that would lead to an 

“awareness” of the state of the world. Suitable political art would ensure, at one and 

the same time, the production of a double effect: the readability of a political 

signification and a sensible or perceptual shock caused, conversely, by the uncanny, 

by that which resists signification (Rancière 2004, 63). 

The children’s engagement in the activist art understood through a New Material lens 

emphasises that Poo Patrol became an assemblage of human (child, teacher, researcher) 

actors and numerous non-human and material agents that included the (largely invisible) 

perpetrators of fouling, the dogs themselves and their parasites, as well as the spray paint, the 

stencils and the faeces that were interacted with and this allowed for different renderings of 

‘child’, ‘student’ and ‘scientist’ to emerge. Taking a relational materialist approach to 

understanding a girl playing with sand, Lenz Taguchi (2011) posits that in engaging with 

non-human matter such as sand and bucket, the girl becomes a different version of herself as 

she enters an assemblage of girl-sand-bucket that denotes a development from when she was 

purely ‘girl’: 

What we usually understand as the ‘identity’ of the girl does not pre-exist as an origin 

prior to this assemblage of encounters and inter-relations. Rather, instead of thinking 

of a child’s identity in a taken-for granted way, we think of the child as a becoming 

organism as an effect of multiple encounters and inter-relations (Lenz Taguchi 2011, 

38) (Emphases in original). 

Flattening the hierarchy of who has agency over whom in a relational materialist approach 

allows for different forces to be understood in this assemblage and we argue that the same is 

true when we consider children’s assemblages with faeces, spray paint and stencils. The 

children who participated became different versions of themselves, through learning about 

Toxocara and dog fouling, taking action against fouling in their neighbourhood and 

articulating their relationships with dogs and their concerns about fouling in their 

environment. They also arguably had some effect on dog owner behaviour as they engaged in 

processes of dissensus through their artworks: ‘Street artists attempt, through their art, 

to do something about the world: they want to change the world with their artworks’ 

(Bacharach 2018, 33). The following image captures numerous actors and matter, including 

the city council with their anti-fouling posters and the children in hi viz tabards occupying 

new activist scientist identities whilst leaving visible traces of their artworks in chalk on the 

ground: 
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Figure 10: Child-dog-faeces-stencil-spray paint assemblage 

Malone’s study in the Bolivian slums of La Paz with street dwelling children and their dogs 

(Malone 2016a) challenges the Cartesian separation between human child and animal (dog) 

and echoes the claims of Lenz Taguchi (2011) that in intermingling of species that new 

combinations emerge that change the identity of the constituent parts: ‘What this intra-action 

is seen to produce are spaces of open-ended and de-individualized knowing and being’ 

(Rautio 2014, 472). In Poo Patrol the children took control of the messages and were keen 

not to vindicate dogs as they saw their defecation as a normal part of their biology, and that 

for dogs to be infected with Toxocara was a responsibility of their humans who had not 

adequately medicated the dog. Indeed, it seemed that children were not even blaming the 

parasite: it does what it does, dogs do what they do, and the dog owner – who was invisible 

but imagined – was the target of the action. This effectively makes the owners a big part of 

the assemblage, to which the children were responding as much as they were responding to 

the faeces position and environment and casting a shadow/ shaping the assemblage. Many of 

the children had dogs in their homes and expressed an empathy and relational connection to 

these and other pets as earlier studies cited suggest (see Westgarth et al. 2013). So, whilst the 

focus of attention was their faeces, the children seemed to recognise that this was part of the 
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wider responsibility of dog ownership and the strength of their relationship to dogs they knew 

seemed to enhance this sense of responsibility (Westgarth et al. 2019). 

Dog fouling thus becomes an intra-species problem that resides between dog-human-

environment and this opens new possibilities for multi-species justice that does not simply 

foreground the needs of the human: ‘To explore how the ontologized, assumed human being 

is actually constructed against a variety of others, including nonhuman ones’ (Lloro-Bidart 

2018, 265). In our observations of the children’s intra-actions, neither dog, human or faeces 

exert absolute agency over the other- rather there is a need to view the situation of dog 

fouling through a method of ‘general symmetry’ whereby: ‘It makes more sense to speak of a 

field of forces rather than about entities with agency’ (Sørensen 2010, 118) whereby all 

matter and agents have both capacities and limitations on their ability to affect within the 

assemblage by affective flows (Deleuze 1988); with power residing in the affective flows 

between relations in assemblages (Fox and Alldred 2014).. Children did not place themselves 

at the top of a hierarchy- they were more open to rhizomic assemblage relationships than 

adults and we can learn from them. Rather than becoming the victims of the unseen threats 

from the faeces and parasites therein, the children painted an alternative, disruptive image of 

this threat, based on their growing knowledge and harnessing a playfulness through their 

artworks.  

 

Conclusions and Limitations 

Poo Patrol and the resultant analysis of the intra-actions and assemblages that emerged 

through the photographs taken, illustrates the important role of children in re-visioning the 

‘problem’ of dog fouling and this has implications for how we disseminate and enact public 

health behaviour orientated advice. Children learnt and were able to articulate key messages 

in respect of health protection- the need for regular worming of pets, bagging and binning 

dog faeces, the relevance of the education provided about the parasitic worm and crucially 

the importance of playing outside, but of the need to wash their hands after playing in natural 

spaces. These are all material relations and actions that recognise that dog faeces exert affects 

on children, but these are not just to be feared. There is an important balance to be achieved 

between recognising the potential for serious health impacts on children and their role in 

assemblages which involve natural spaces, dogs, their faeces and potentially the worms that 

inhabit them. Whilst the dogs and Toxocara worms were invisible parts of the assemblages 

reported here, posthumanist multi-species ethnography (Lloro-Bidart 2018) offers new ways 

of including all agents in the assemblage and a future project that (re)configures dog fouling 

by focusing on the non-human animals to better understand their thoughts, feelings and 

knowledges in the assemblage and their participation in the assemblages would be an 

important addition to the perspectives presented here. 

There are of course limitations to this study. From a citizen science perspective, whilst we 

were able to discern a promising reduction in local fouling rates in the six schools who 

conducted recounts, it is impossible to know how sustained this change might be without 

additional resource to scale the involvement of children in this activity. The data collected 

also suffers from many of the known difficulties with citizen science datasets including data 

fragmentation, inaccuracy and lack of objectivity (Kruger and Shannon 2000) and this was 

particularly challenging managing so many sites whilst engaging children as science 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/13645579.2014.921458
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researchers. But as the paper reports the scientific findings became secondary to our interest 

in the nature of the children’s engagements and artistic expressions. In many respects the 

citizen science became a way of framing the spectacle of dog fouling that was acceptable to 

participating adults (school staff and parents, REC members) and whilst the children 

participated in the adult’s agenda, they also found alternative ways of engaging and 

(re)interpreting the spectacle. 

We have also conducted a posthoc analysis of the children’s activist engagement using 

photographs of their participation and the art they constructed. This is of course a subjective 

interpretation of their motivations, intentions and agentic engagement. We have inferred 

rather than asked them to articulate their participation. But this also supports the 

posthumanist performative turn away from linguistic representation which aligns with the 

Baradian concepts we have employed. Clearly there persists a tautological argument as in 

defining in words here we are exerting linguistic power. We offer this, however, as a playful 

(re)presentation of the children in multi-species, sociomaterial assemblages, rather than 

suggesting this is a representation that asserts us as more powerful knowers. Combining a 

realist citizen science method with the language and conceptual tools afforded by New 

Materialism has also been challenging and inevitably there remains some ontological jarring 

of which we are acutely cognisant; but where we started on this journey was diverted by the 

manner in which the children used the material around them to transgress and subvert and we 

wanted to be faithful to their relational ontologies. The bringing together of science and art 

was driven by the children and the way they interpreted the tasks set. This has provided an 

alternative interdisciplinary, inter-species worldview from which to see this social problem 

and offers potential for a deeper understanding of this assemblage to engender sustainable 

improvements in fouling and zoonotic disease, by changing how children – and by 

implication dog owners – engage with and see their part in it. As such we conclude that 

children can be agents of change in respect of intractable environmental issues, particularly 

within their local geography - but they need support and resources to enact the science and art 

that enables this change and an ontological and epistemological flexibility from the adults 

who participate. 
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